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Abstract 
We describe a general machine for constructing statistics on words with a ceti recursive 
structure. The classical Mahonian sWistics, major index and inversion umber, are examples, as 
are more modern Mahonian statistics, including those of Zeilberger and Bressoud, Denert, Han, 
Raw&s and Kadell. We give simple recursive procedures for ~cula~g these statistics, as well 
as statistic-preserving b jectious among them. We also describe other non-M~o~~ distributions 
with similar recursive structures. 
Nous dhivons tme m&ode g&&ale pour coustruire des statistiques sur des mats qui ant 
une certaine structure r6cursive. Parmi les exemples on retrouve les statistiques mahoniennes 
classiques, I’indice majeur et le nombre d’inversions, ainsi que des statistiques mahoniennes plus 
modemes, y compris celles de Zeilberger et Bressoud, Denert, Han, Rawlings et Kadell. Nous 
donnons des proc&iums r&m&es assez simples pour calculer ces statistiques t des bijections 
qui les conservent. Nous d&crivons aussi d’autres ~s~butions non-coheres qui poss&dent 
des structures r&ursives imilaires. 
1. Introduction 
The cent.& concern of this paper is statistics on words. Such statistics have arisen in 
many contexts, both within combinatorics (e.g., the major index, or A44J) and without 
(e.g., the inversion number, or JVV). Questions concerning the dis~butio~ of these 
and other statistics have led to notable work by many investi~tors. 
It is well-~0~ that the major index (MAJ) and the inversion number (IAT’) have 
the same dis~bution on multiset ~~u~tio~ (i.e., all ~~g~~~ of a given 
word). This result was first established by Major P.A. MacM~on in the early part 
of this century [12]. The significance of M~M~on’s work has been recognized by 
giving the name ~ahonjun to any statistic whose dis~bution is the same as that of 
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ZNV (or A&U). From a modem point of view, it is natural to ask whether this result 
could be obtained via an appropriate bijection, and, indeed, in 1968 Foata gave such 
a combinatorial proof [3]. 
In recent years, many other Mahonian statistics have been discovered - the Z- 
statistic of Zeilberger and Bressoud [19], Denert’s statistic [2,5], and Han’s denQ [S] 
are important examples. In addition, families of Mahonian statistics which interpolate 
between ZNV and UAJ have been devised by Rawlings [14] and Kadell [lo]. 
In this paper we describe a machine which shows how all the statistics mentioned 
above can be constructed from the single statistic ZiVV. More generally, we give 
conditions which characterize generating sets for equidistributed families of statis- 
tics. For certain ~s~butions we am also able to give a procedure for construct- 
ing a generating set. Our result about Mabonian statistics then follows as a special 
case. 
We begin with some preliminary definitions and notation in Section 2, followed in 
Section 3 by a discussion of recursive ~s~butio~ and their properties. In Section 4 
we note that some statistics are particularly compatible with tecursive distributions in a 
way we describe. Such a statistic is said to split on the recursive distribution, We give 
a number of examples of statistics which split, including ZNV and AdAJ, and conclude 
the section with the characterization theorem mentioned above. 
In Section 5 we describe permuteable distributions, and show how generating sets can 
be constructed in this case. Section 6 includes our proof of the fact that the inversion 
number generates the family of splittable Mahoni~ statistics. We also show explicitly 
how the various Mahonian statistics mentioned earlier arise from ZNV, 
While our emphasis in this paper is on the fmily of splittable Mahonian statistics, 
we also discuss some results for another family of splittable statistics which have a 
recursive and permuteable distribution.‘The family, called {LP), is of particular interest 
because of its connections to Young tableaux. Indeed, one member of this family, the 
statistic lp, may be viewed as a statistic on tabloid representatives. Moreover, as a 
statistic on words, it is ~~~s~bu~d with the statistic ‘charge’. 
In the concluding sections we give an example which shows how the construc- 
tion of generating sets described in Section 5 can be used to give a simple bijec- 
tion connecting any splittable Mahonian statistic with ZNV. We also provide a simple 
formula for counting the (rather large) number of splittable Mahoman statistics on 
permutations. 
2. Words, statistics and distributions 
This paper concerns distributions of statistics on words. A word is a finite sequence 
of letters, w = wlw2 . . . w,, where each letter wj is in the list { 1,2,. . .,k} = [k]. The 
number of letters, K, will be fixed throughout. Words are sometimes called permutations 
or multiset uitions. 
Words are graded by type. The type of a word, p, is the vector (PI, ~2,. . . , pk), where 
pi is the number of occurrences of i in the word. If w has type p, write type(w) = p. 
Let W denote the set of all words using k letters and W, denote the set of all words 
of type p_ Let IpI = pi + -I - + pk. That is, Ip( represents the length of the words of 
type p. We will usually write n = IpI. 
If px > 0, we say x E p. Sometimes we will remove one letter from a type. If 
X E p, then p-X=(pi,...,pX - l,...,pk). 
A stu~~~ic of type p is a function from WP to Z+, the set of non-negative integers. 
A statistic family is a set of statistics, exactly one of each type p. For example, the 
classical permutation statistic, inversion number, defines a statistic family. A statistic 
family might also be considered as a single statistic on the entire set of words W, 
although we prefer to maintain the grading by type. 
Suppose {sP} is a statistic family. When we refer to a single member of the family, 
we sometimes abbreviate s,, as s. When we refer to the entire family, we sometimes 
abbreviate (sP} as {s}. 
A statistic collection is simply a set of statistics, at least one of each type. There 
may be more than one of any given type. A statistic family is a statistic ollection, For 
example, all the statistics on words using k letters which have distribution generating 
function (see below) given by the q-multinomial coefficient form a statistic ollection. 
A crucial piece of information about a statistic is its d~~ribution: how many times 
0 occurs in the image, how many times 1 occurs, etc. The distribution generating 
function keeps track of this ~fo~atio~. Suppose s is a statistic of type p_ Denote the 
distribution generating function of s by GF,. That is, 
GF,(q) = c q@? 
WEW, 
Two statistics of the same type have the same distribution if and only if they have 
the same distribution generating function. We say they are equidistributed. Similarly, 
we say a collection is equidis~but~ if every pair of statistics of the same type in the 
family are equidistributed. 
To illustrate these de~tions, here are several examples which will be used later. 
The first examples will all have the Mahonian distribution, that is, their distribution 
generating functions are the q-multinomial coefficients, 
n 
I. I 
[nf, ! 
.il,~~~,.ik q = ,j)]q!“‘,jk]g!’ 
where [m&! = [m]r[m - l]r - . . [llQ, with [Jr = 1 + q + - -a + 4j-I. 
Example 2.1. For w E W of length n, define 
INV(w) = 2 l{j < I : wj > wr}l. 
I=2 
Then IHV defines a statistic ftily. w(w) is called the ~n~e~sio~ n~er. It is well 
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known that (see [16]), 
GFmv = 
n 
[ 1 PI,.*.,Pk 4 
z 
Example 2.2. For any word w E W of length it, define the set &S(W) = {i < n: wi > 
wf+l), the so-called descent set. 
For w E W, define 
MM(w) = C i. 
iEDe8(W) 
UAJ defines a statistic 
known that (see [16]), 
family called the major index or greater index. It is also well 
Example 2.3. For any word w E W and i, j E { 1,. . . , k), let WV be the subword of w 
consisting only of the i’s and j’s in w. 
For w E W, define 
Z(w) = p4J(W~). 
i<j 
Then 2 defines a statistic family used by Zeilberger and Bressoud in the proof of the 
q-Dyson conjecture [191. In that paper they proved 
For the next example, we will need some definitions which will be useful later. First, 
for w E I;y, let W denote the non-decreasing re~gement of the letters of w. 
Second, if x and y are positive integers, with x, y <k, let 
cyc[xyyl= 
(x+ I,x+2,...,y} if x<y, 
{x+1,x+2 k 12 y) ifx>y. ,***, , , ,***, 
Then for type p, let 
For example, if k = 4, then cyc[3, l] = (4,l) and CW((3,1,1,2),3,1) = 5. 
Also, for each i, define type’(w) to bd the- type of the subword ~1~2..  wi. 
Example 2.4. For each i, defme 
di = CW(type’-‘(w), wig iti) 
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and 
BEG = c dj. 
DEN defines a statistic family first discovered by Denert [2]. Our description is due 
to Foata and Zeilberger [5]. A proof that DEN satisfies 
GFz= n 
[I p, 
can be found in [8]. 
Another important classical statistic is the Eulerian statistic. Here are two examples. 
Example 2.5. For w E W, let D,!Z!T{w) = /Des(w)/. 
Example 2.6. For w E by, let E;yc(W) = 1 {it W > i%i;iii> 1. 
An important result due to MacMahon states that EXC and DES are equidistributed. 
Foata has given a bijective proof (see 14,131). 
Of course, we can define other hinds of statistics on words. Here are some examples 
which will be useful in later sections. 
Example 2.7. If w has length n, let 
W(W) = &i - l)W[. 
i=l 
That is, each letter in a word is weighted by its position in the word. 
Example 2.8. Let 
US(W) = c c Wj. 
j i<j 
It is not hard to see that u,s is ws applied to the word written backwards, and so is 
equidistributed with ws. 
Example 2.9. Let b,(w) = I{ X: x > Wj and t~pe’(~)~ = tupe’(w),}). That is, Ipi is 
the number of distinct letters to the lefl of position i, greater than the letter in position 
i and having the same multiplicity as the ietter in position i in WI . . . wj. 
Let 
For example, ip(42231341) = 7. 
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3. Recursive distributions 
In this section, we will ignore statistics entirely and concentrate on distributions. A
distribution is a collection of polynomials F,, E H’[q] such that FP( 1) = (% ), where 
the multinomial coefficient 
(:> =LP2:..&~ 
is the munber of words of type p, This distribution is abbreviated with {F). 
Examples 2.1-2.4 all have the same Mahonian distribution, which we denote {AUH}. 
Examples 2.5 and 2.6 have Eulerian distribution, which we denote {EUL}, Call the 
distribution given in Examples 2.7 and 2.8 {KY) and the distribution in Example 2.9 
@P]. 
Here is one further example: 
Example 3.0. Define the distribution {MAH,) as that of the statistic 
mrv,(w) = 2 IU < i:Wj - Wi > p)J. 
is2 
Note that {k&U&} = {MAH}. 
Certain ~s~butio~ are built up in a le~-t~~~t fashion. Such ~s~butions play a 
central role in the following sections. We call these distributions recursive. 
More precisely, for a given type p, we say the vector r = (rt , . . . , rk) is imported 
if r, E h+ when x E p and r, = * when x $! p. A distribution {F} is recursive if for 
each p there is a p-supported vector f = (ri, . . . , rk.K), such that 
Fp(q) = qr’Fp-l(q) + qV&q) + * * * + q’%+n(q), 
with the convention that if x @ p then F,_,(q) = 0 and q* = 1. For a given p, we say 
I is F,-compatible. 
It is not too difficult to see that {MAEI,}, { WS} and {LP} are all recursive. However, 
{EUL} is not. In fact, except for trivial choices of p, there is no p-supported vector r 
satisfying (1). See [6] for details. 
The number of F,-compatible vectors r is limited. For P E Z+[q], let d(P) denote 
the smallest power of q which appears in P(q). 
Leama 3.1. Suppose (PI(q), . . . , Pk(q)) is a vector of non-zero polynomials in Z+[q] 
and P(q) is another such polyno~~l. The number of non-negati~ integer vectors 
r = @I,..., rk) such that 
P(q) = qnPl(q) + * ’ * + PPk((r) 
does not exceed k!. 
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Proof (by induction on R). Let ir and r be such that 
There are at most k choices for ir and r. For one of these choices, let ri, = r. By 
~duction, there are < (k - 1 )! solutions to 
P(q) -q’QPi,(q) =fPi(q)+*-- +(q”lPi,(q)j+...+qrkPk(q), 
where ( ) means that term is deleted. Cl 
Corollary 3.2. The number of F,-compatible vectors is <k!. 
Proof. The non-* entries of r are determined according to Lemma 3.1 and the positions 
of the * entries are fixed by p, C! 
Let Sk be the set of tuitions of the letters { 1,. . ., k). Note that to each FP- 
compatible vector r we can associate a permutation rc E & by a(ii) = j where the ii is 
constructed as described in the proof of Lemma 3.1. Thus, n(i) is the step when Pi is 
selected. We will say such a ?I is a degree ordering or d-or&ring of r (relative to Fp). 
Suppose a = (al,. . . , ak) is a p-supported vector for type p. A pemU.dOn x E & 
is a linear extension of a if n(x) < x(y) whenever x, y E p and a, < cl,,. Note that 
the * values in a are ignored. 
This lemma relates d-orderings and linear extensions. 
Lemma 3.3. Suppose r is F,-compatible. Then 71 is a d-ordering of r relative to Fp 
if and only if n is a linear extension of (rl + d(Pl), r2 f d(P2), . . . , rk + d(Pk)), where 
ri+d(Pi)=* ifi$p. 
Proof. Without loss of generabty, assume x = id, the identity permutation, and that 
the * values appear at the end of r. 
Suppose x is a d-ordering of r relative to Fp. Let 
Let ml = d(Ql). Since II is a d-ordering, d(P1) + rl = rni. Now let 
Qz = QI - qr’P1 
and let m2 = d(Q2). We must have m2 >:mr . 
Now repeat his with 
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Conversely, if 7r is a linear extension of (11 i- d(Pr ),rz + d(Pz),. . .,r& + d(Pk)), 
then rr +d(Pt)<a.. <rk + d(&). Therefore, d(q”P1) = d(Q). The construction in 
Lemma 3.1 can then choose rl first, i.e., 7~1 = 1. Once again, remove q”P1 from Q 
and repeat. Cl 
Lemma 3.4. If T and r’ are two F~-~omp~tibie y ctors and if it is a d-ordering of I 
and r’, then r = r’. 
Proof. The * values of r and r’ appear in the same places. Without loss of generality, 
assume the * values appear at the end and assume n = id. Suppose (rt, . . . , rj- 1) = 
(r’ ,, . . . ,ri_,). Then qriF,-i(q) and q”F+i(q) both have minimum degree equal to the 
least power of q in what remains. Therefore, ri = r;. Cl 
Denote the set of F,-compatible vectors by R,. 
An importaut property of a dis~bution is invariance under permutations of the letters. 
That is, suppose LT E Sk. Then c7 acts naturally on types p by (cp)j = Pa-l(i). We say 
the distribution {F} is permuteable if
f’,(q) = f&(q) 
for every tuition cr E Sk and every type p. 
{BS) and {k&AH,} (in general) are not permuteable, while {MAH}, {EUL} and 
(LP) are. 
If {F} is permuteable and recursive, we may let elements of & act on the Fp- 
compatible vectors by (or)j = rq-t(i). For a d-ordering 7c of r, we define ox = rc o o-l. 
These definitions are related by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5. If (F} is pe~~teable and recursive, o E Sk and r E R, with d-or~ring 
z, then or E Rbp with d-or&ring oz. In fact, R, = aRp 
4. Splittable statistics 
Certain statistic collections which have a recursive distribution (F} behave recur- 
sively in a way which is compatible with the distribution. We say such distributions 
split. 
More exactly, suppose s is a statistic of type p. Then s splits on the recursive 
dis~bution (F) if 
(1) GFA) = F,(q), and 
(2) for each x E p, there is a statistic t of type p - x, which splits on {F}, and a 
non-negative integer r,, such that if wx E W,, 
s(wx) = t(w) + r,. (2) 
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If s splits on {F}, the p-supported vector r = (ri, rz,. . . , rk) (with the convention 
that r, = * if x $ p) is called the R-vector of the statistic s. 
Note that r depends on the type of w, but not on w itself. 
The next two lemmas pertain to the existence of splittings and the uniqueness of the 
R-vector. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose (F) is recursive. For every type p and every F~-compatible r,
there is a statistic s of type p which splits on (F) with R-vector r. 
Proof. For any p, let r be F,-compatible. For wx E W,, let s(wx) = r, + t(w), where 
t splits on (F), by induction. Then s splits on {F} with R-vector r. Cl 
Lemma 4.2. Suppose s splits on(F). Then the R-vector is unique and is F,,-compatible. 
Proof. Fix x E p. For wx E W,, let s(wx) = r, + t(w) = ri + t’(w), for all w E W,_,, 
where t and t’ both have distribution FP_+ Then 
Similarly, 
c #(wx) = qriFP-x(q). 
WE5fJp-X 
Therefore r, = r& Note that t = t’ also. 
Finally, s ~g either of the above equations over x E p gives (1). 0 
In our examples, the Eulerian statistics do not split since {EUL} is not recursive. 
However, all the remaining examples plit. We will deal with Z in a later section. 
INV splits trivially, since 
IAV(wx) = r, + INV(w), 
where 
r, = CW(type(w),x,k). 
A similar equation obviously holds for INV,. 
For ws, we have 
WS(WX) = r, + M‘(w), 
where 
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For us, the equations are 
vs(wx) = r, + us(w), 
where 
?I 
r, = x Wj. 
j=l 
For lp, we have 
Mm) = rx + Mw), 
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where r, is the number of distinct letters in w greater than x with multiplicity equal 
to the multiplicity of x in wx. 
For MfJ, define 
MAJ,(wx) = r, + M&(w), 
where 
(3) 
As x ranges over [k], r, will take on the same values as r, for INV. Therefore, by 
induction, all the MAJ, split and have distribution {MM) [6]. The following theorem 
[6] connects MAJ with MJ,. (The special case when y = k is due to Han [8].) We 
will prove a generalization i  Section 6. 
Theorem 4.3. b~ii.J(~-Yw) = h&4J,(w) where y is the permutation, written in cycZe 
f&n, (12 . . . k). 
For DEN, we will describe a more general construction. Suppose w and v are two 
words of the same length. We define 
CINY,,(wx) = r, + Cafe, 
where 
(4) 
rx = CW(tyPe(w),x, u). 
We now ask for what kinds of functions f from words of length z1 to words of length 
n does C~~~(~~(w) split on (MM)? Certainly, if f(w) is constant, he corresponding 
CINVf(aj splits on {MM}. On the other hand, if f(w) = w, then CINyf(&w) = 0. 
The following theorem, due to Han [8], answers our question. 
Theorem 4.4. Let w E W,, and let f(w) = v = 01~2..  v,. Suppose that vi depends 
onty on wi+l . . . w,, and on type’(w). Then the statistic CnvV,(w), as defined in (4), 
splits on (MiW). 
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Proof. Eq. (2) is simply (4). Because of the restriction that the ith component of v 
does not depend on the part of w to the left of i, the r in (2) will only depend on the 
type of the word, as required. That CIiVV has the correct distribution can be verified 
by displaying (4) as a power of q, summing over wx and applying induction. Cl 
This CLVV is the statistic dena of Han [8]. It is a rich source of examples of 
Mahonian statistics, ~clu~g INV, MA&, DEN, and the atlas statistics dis- 
cussed in a later section. Note here that INY and UAJ are special cases. 
Forf.,setv=kk...k.Forh&J,letv=w~ws...w,,k. 
Finally, note that DEN(w) = C&V&+(w). 
If S is a collection of statistics which split on (F}, we say S splits on {F}. 
Now suppose S splits on (F) and a is another statistic of type p. We say S generates 
aifthereisansESwithR-vectorr=(rl,...,r~)suchthatforxEpandwxE W,, 
4wx) = r, + t(w) (5) 
where S generates t. Note that t is a statistic of type p -x, and its choice depends on 
x. Call the R-vector, r, of s the generating vector of a. 
Theorem 4.5. If S splits on (F) and if S generates a, then a splits on (F) and its 
R-vector is its generating vector. 
Proof. For x E p, write a(wx) = r, -I- t(w) as in (5), with r = (II,. . . , Q) the R-vector 
of s. Since S generates t, by ~duction, t splits on (F). So t satisfies the conditions 
in (2), and the R-vector of a is r. We need only check the distribution of a. 
GF,(q) = c q4=’ = &@ c qttw' = &f+',-,(q), 
WXEWp x=1 WEIVp-x x=1 
since t splits, and so has distribution {F}. 
But s splits, so that 
F,(q) = GF,(q) = c $(wx) = & ry c qrsCwv) = 2 qrx&,,fq). 
WXEW, 2 WElVp_, x=1 
Here, r, refers to the statistic t in (2). It, too, splits, and hence has the distribution 
V). El 
A generat~g set for the distribution (F) is a collection S of statistics which split 
on (F} and which generate very statistic which splits on (F}. 
A minimal generating set for the distribution (F} is a generating set such that no 
proper subset is a generating set. 
The following theorem characterizes generating sets and minimal generating sets. 
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Theorem 4.6. Let S be a collection of stat~ti~ which split on the recursive dWibu- 
tion (F). Then S is a generating set for (F) if and only tyfor every F,-compatible 
T, there exists an s f S with R-vector I: Furthermore, S is a minimal generating set 
if and only ifs is unique. 
Proof. First, suppose S has the proposed characterizing property. Suppose a is a statis- 
tic of type p which splits on (F}. We wish to show a is generated by S. Let r be 
the R-vector for a. So by (Z), for x E p, a(wx) = r, + t(w). Since t splits on (F), by 
induction on 1~1, it is generated by S. Also, r must be F,-compatible, by Lemma 4.2, 
so the conditions on Eq. (5) are satisfied. Therefore S generates a. 
Now suppose S is a generating set for {F}. Pick p and F,-compatible r, Suppose 
a of type p splits on (F), with R-vector r. Such an a exists because of Lemma 4.1. 
Then S generates 4, and by Theorem 4.5 and Lemma 4.2, the generating vector is r. 
Therefore, there is a member of S with R-vector r. 
To show S is minimal, suppose s E S is not in some generating proper subset 5” of 
S. Furthermore, suppose s has type p. Now s splits, so S’ generates s. But by Theorem 
4.5 and Lemma 4.2, the generating vector and the R-vector of s must be the same. 
Therefore there is some s’ E S’ whose R-vector is the same as the R-vector of s, 
~on~~c~g the ~iqueness of s. 
Finally, suppose S is a minimal generating set for {F} and suppose s and s’ are 
both in S and have the same R-vector r. Then S - {s’} generates ’ with generating 
vector r. Therefore, S - {s’} is a generating set, contradicting minimal@. [7 
Therefore, the statistics of type p in a minimal generating set S correspond exactly 
to the different F,-compatible vectors r. We saw in Corollary 3.2 that the number of 
these was bounded by k!. 
Note that the statistic collection {ws, VS} does not generate the distribution ( WS}. 
For example, if p = (1, 1, 1, 1 ), the R-vector for ws is (3,6,9,12) and the R-vector for 
us is (9,8,7,6). But the p-supported vector (9,6,9,6) is also V’$,-compatible, violating 
the condition in Theorem 4.6 
Permuteable recursive distributions, such as {M&Y}, have simpler generating sets, 
which are described in the next section. 
5. Permuteable distributions 
Given a permutation d E Sk and a statistic s of type p, we C&III construct a new 
statistic, (fs, of type op, by 
crs(w) = s(IT--‘w) 
with o-l acting on the letters in w. 
If {F} is a permuteable distribution and s has GF, = F,,, then GF,, = GF,. Thm, 
as (z ranges over elements in SK, 0s ranges over equidistibuted statistics of type op. 
We my op N p or op is &-equivalent o p. 
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Let (F} be a recursive, permuteable distribution and let (sP} be a family of statistics 
(abbreviated {s)) which split on {F}. 
Lemma 5.1. Ifs splits on (F), a permuteable, recursive distribution, then so does os 
for any 0 E Sk. 
Proof. Write 
crs(wx) = s~(o-lw)(o-~x)) = t-,.-l, + t(a-‘w) = r,-I, + a(w). 
Then ffs splits since ot splits by induction. q 
we say {s} generates {F) if s = {crs: d f Sk and s E {q,}} is a generating Set for 
Our next theorem will say that we can always construct an {s} which generates 
{F}. To do this, we need to describe how to pick an F,.,-compatible vector for each 
&-equivalent p, The rest of {sP) is then defined recursively. 
Theorem 5.2. If {F) is a recursive, permuteable distribution, then there exists a 
family of statistics {s} which generates (F}. 
Proof. By induction on the length of the words. The result is immediate if n = 1. 
Suppose we have constructed generating statistics for all p such that 1~1 e n. 
Fix ps with /PO\ = A. For each p N po we will construct an F~-compatible vector 
rP. Then for x E p define 
sp(wx) = rp,, + +x(w), 
where rP,X denotes the x component of rP. 
Here is our construction of r,,, Let CO E R,, and let no be a d-ordering of rs. For 
each p N PO, let rP E R, be such that xs is a d-ordering of rP. If xs is not a d- 
ordering of any F,-compatible vector, then choose rP to be any element of R,. The rP 
so constructed is well-defmed by Lemma 3.4. 
According to Theorem 4.6, to show {s) generates {F}, we must show that for each 
r E RP where p N po, there exists j.t N po and cr E Sk such that I = or#. 
We will need the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.3. Suppose I E R, and x is a d-ordering of r. Then there is a o E &!?k such 
that m = rP where p = opo. Furthermore, OK = no. 
Proof. Choose (T = n;’ o n. Then GX = 7~0 is immediate. The fact that or E R, with 
d-ordering no follows from Lemma 3.5 and or = rP follows from Lemma 3.4. Cl 
We now complete the proof of the theorem. Let x be an d-ordering of r. Choose 
rr so that p = ape. By Lemma 3.5, a-lx is a d-ordering of c-‘r E Rm. By Lemma 
5.3 there is a z E Sk such that rp0 = ~1, r(a-‘r) = rP and r(c-lx) = x0. Thus, 
r=(aoz-‘)rtc. Cl 
6. Examples 
We begin this section with a proof that {IAT} generates {MAH} and we show how 
it generates each of the examples of Mahonian statistics. 
Lemma 6.1. The permutation IE defined by z(i) = k f 1 - i is a linear exte~jon of 
the R-vector of IN&, 
F’roof. Let ri be the R-vector of INY,. For x E p, riX is the number of letters in p 
greater than x. So for X, y E p, rix > riy if and only if x c y. Therefore, I[ is a linear 
extension of ri. Cl 
Theorem 6.2. {INV} generates (MAH). 
Proof. Since d(MAH,) = 0 for every p, by Lemma 3.3, the A in Lemma 6.1 is a 
d-ordering of ri. For the rca in Theorem 5.2, use the R described in Lemma 6.1. Then 
the rP described in Theorem 5.2 is exactly the R-vector for INV,, by Lemma 6.1. Cl 
We demonstrate now how {Ii@‘) generates A&J, DEN and 2. Let tiPJ denote 
the x component in the R-vector of INV. 
For A&U, use (3) to write 
MAI = r-$,X + iWU(yR-“w) 
where y is the full cycle (12 . . . k). 
For example, 
uAJ(31142412) = 3 + X4J( 1332423) = 3 + 1 + MAJ(244313) 
=3+1+2+A4U(31142)=3+1+2+2+A4XJ(1332) 
=3+1+2+2+2+MAJ(311)=3+1+2+2+2+1+iE4J(24) 
=3+1+2+2+2+1+O+&T4J(2)=11. 
More generally, 
uAJ,(WX) = i+-Yp,~--Yy + MA.&(w). 
For Z, we use this theorem. 
Theorem 6.3. Z splits on {UAH}. 
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Proof. Using (3), 2 can be shown to satisfy this recursion: 
Z(wX> = rip,, + Z(a,w), 
wherea,=(xkk-l...x+l)incycleform. 0 
For example, 
2(31142412)=3 +Z(2113431) = 3 +4+2(144232) 
=3+4+3+Z(13342)=3+4+3+3+Z(l223) 
=3+4+3+3+O+Z(122)=3+4+3+3+O+O+Z(14) 
=3+4+3+3+0+0+0+2(1)= 13. 
The CIW statistic satisfies this equation: 
CZW&(WX) = ri~-.“p,+“x -t- CZNV”(W). 
Using the identity 
CINV,(w) = CINV,(yw), 
we can evaluate DEN as follows: 
DEN(31142412) = CZNV,,~~~344(31142412) = 3 + c~‘,12234(3114241) 
= 3 + 4 + cm&334(422131) = 3 f 4 -+ 4 + cm&( 13324) 
=3+4+4+O+C~~33s4(1332)=3+4+4+0+2+C~~~(2~) 
=3+4+4+0+2+O+CIW..(24) 
=3+4+4+0-t-2+O+O+Cz.4(2)=13. 
Several authors ([ 14,10,18]) have found Mahonian statistics which interpolate be- 
tween Rw and W or between ZAW and Z. These interpolating statistics are also 
splittable and therefore generated by (ZW). 
The interpolating statistic in [14] is defined as follows. 
Exampie 6.4. Fix positive integer S. Let 
ZL4@6(W) = C x(0 < Wi - Wj < 6) + C &(wi - Wi,l >a), 
i<j IEDeAfW) 
where 
x( statement) = I 1, if statement is true, 0, if statement is false. 
Notice that RAW, = h&iJ, and when S Zz k, RA W8 = NV, Therefore, RA WS inter- 
polates between W and LAT. 
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RAP+‘& is a special case of CIiVV, as noted in [6), and is therefore splittable. 
Theorem 6.5. Let v = ~1212.. , vn, where 
Vi = 
1 
?+I + 6 - 1 if wj+r <k - 6 + 1 and i < n, 
k otherwise, 
Then Gus = C~~~~(w). 
Proof. See [6]. Cl 
Kadell’s [lo] interpolating statistic may be defined as follows. Let M be a matching 
from [n] to [n] with the property that if (i,j) E M, then i < j. (A matching is a 
bipartite graph in which each vertex has degree 0 or 1.) Then 
&f(w) = z ai, jX(W > Wj)9 
I bi-cjdn 
i if (i,j) E M, 
&,j = 0 if i < I < j with (ZJ) E M, 
1 otherwise. 
If the matching has no edges, then &f = ZNV. If the matching contains (i, i + 1) 
for all l<i < n, then KM =MM. 
Kadell’s statistic is also a special case of C&VI’. The proof of this relies on the 
following important fact about DES. For another proof of this fact, see [6]. 
E CY4WjtWj+ll) if WI < W”, 
1+ c X(Wl E CYdWj,Wj+11) if Wl > WI. 
For example, 314223412 has three descents, 31, 42 and 41. Also, 3 is in two cyclic 
intervals, cyc[ 1,4] and cyc[2,3]. 
Proof of Lemma 6.6. Define 
n-1 
D=‘(w) = c x(w E CYC[W~, wj+d). 
j=l 
Recall that y = (12 . . . k). We need three facts. 
Fact 1. DES’(yw) = D&S’(w). 
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This is immediate from the definition of cyc[~, y]. 
Fact 2. rfwl = 1, then DES(w) = DE!Y(w). 
This follows because 1 E cyc[wi, wi+l] iff wi > wj.+l. 
Fact 3. rf WI # 1 and w, # 1, then DES(w) = DES(y-l~), while if w, = 1 and 
w1 > 1, then DES(w) = 1 +DES’(y-‘w). 
Certainly descents or non-descents not involving 1 remain unchanged upon applying 
y-’ . If the word cannot begin or end with a 1, l’s must appear in subsequences like 
xl1 . . . 1 y with x, y > 1. Such a subsequence contributes one to DES both before and 
after the application of y -‘. If the word ends with 1, then the final subsequence xl . . . 1 
will contribute 1 to DES before but 0 to DES after the application of y-l. 
Now the lemma easily follows. Simply apply y-* WI - 1 times to w. For each 
application (except one if WI > wn), the first and last letter will be > 1. After the last 
application, the first letter will be 1. Therefore, 
DE&s’(w) = DELs’(y-“lfl(w)) 
= DEs(y-“l+‘(w)) 
DES(w) if wl<w, 
= 
D&!$(w) - 1 if w1 > w, 
by Fact 1 
by Fact 2 
by Fact 3. 0 
Theorem 6.7. Let v = ogvp. . . . v,, where 
Vi = 
Wj if (i,j) E M, 
k otherwise. 
Then KM(W) = COVE. 
Proof. For any i, define an i-threLad of M as a sequence (tl, &, . . . , tf), where i 6~ < 
t2 < *+- < tj, (tj, $+_I) E M for j = 1,. . _ I - 1, and there is no i’ 3 i such that either 
(i’, tt ) E M or (tt, i’) E M, Note that some threads consist of a single number. 
The i-threads of A4 partition the set {i, i + 1,. . . , n}. For example, let n = 9 and 
~4 = {(1,4),(3,6),(4,8),(6,7),(7,9)}. The 3-threads are (3,6,7,9), (4,8) and (51, 
while the 4-threads are (4,8), (6,7,9), and (5). 
Given an i-thread T = (tl , t2, . . . , tl), its thread word, W(T), is a subword of w, 
m,(T) = zf,“’ * . . w, if if tl, 
..* Wir ifi=tl. 
In the examples above, if w = 322124413, the thread words for the 3-threads are 2443, 
211, and 22, while the thread words for the 4-threads are 11, 1443, and 12. 
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i-t&ad T 
Note that & is the 
ThUS, 
n 
contribution of position i to Z&(w) by looking to the right of i. 
Next, de&re 
n;== c DEs’( Tw( T)k). 
i-thread T 
Note that & is the 
right. Thus, 
n 
con~bution of position i to C~~~~(w), again by looking to the 
Cmv./(w) = c a:. 
i 
By Lemma 6.6, 1f = 2: and so the theorem follows. El 
Note that Theorem 4.3 is a special case of Theorem 6.7. 
A third interpolating statistic can be found in [18]. Partition the letters [k] into 
contiguous blocks, Br , Bz, . . . , 31. To each block Bi, assign some splittable Mahonian 
statistic, tie Let BL(x) denote the block which contains the letter X. Define 
where WB is the subword of w using the letters in B. For instance, if k = 9, we might 
use it&U on the subword of letters { 1,2,3,4}, DEN on the subword of letters {5,6}, 
and 2 on the subword of letters {7,8,9}. Then we ‘glue’ these together with INV. 
IfZ=l,thenCYH=tr.Ifi=kandBi={i},thenWlil=INY. 
We leave it to the reader to show that WH is a splittable Mahonian statistic. 
Our other example of a recursive and permuteable distribution, (LP), is more prob- 
lematic. To begin with, the cons~ction we used to show (IN’) generates (MAH) 
does not work in the {LP} case. A simple example will demonstrate the difficulty. 
According to the construction leading to Theorem 5.2, we generate {F} by finding 
F,c-compatible vector for each p’ equivalent o p, all with the same d-ordering. In 
Theorem 6.2, we note that the R-vectors for INV all have the d-ordering k, k - 1,. . . , 1. 
However the R-vector for J’R~~~,,~ is (l,O,O) while the R-vector for l~~,~,~) is (O,l,O), 
and these carmot both have the same d-ordering. 
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Nevertheless, the R-vector (1, 0,O) and its permutations are the only vectors compat- 
ible with LP(22,i) and its permutations. This can be seen by noting that the equation 
LP(Zf,l)(q) = 5 + 9q + 1 lq2 + 4q3 + q” 
= 4r’~%2,1)(d + 042,l,l)W + qr3q2J)(4) 
=q”(3+5q+3q2+q3)+qy3+5q+3q2+q3) 
+qY2 + 3q + (1’) (6) 
has only the solutions (l,O, 0) and (0, l,O). However, we have no a priori way to 
know that (6) would not have some other solution. 
Compare this with the situation for {MM}, 
MM&t,(q) = 1 + 2q + 4q2 + 5q3 + 6q4 + 5q5 + 4q6 + 2q7 + q* 
= qr’~%2,1)(q) + P~42,1,dq) + qr3~f42z)(d 
=q”(1+2q+3qz+3q3+2q4+qs) 
+P(1+2q+3g2+3q3+2q4+q5) 
+qy1 +q+2$ +q3 +q”>, (7) 
which has six solutions: (0,2,4), (0,3,2), (2,0,4), (3,0,2), (1,3,0) and (3,1,0), each 
of which, we know by Theorem 6.2, is a permutation of rI for some equivalent ype. 
Conjecture 6.8. {lp} generates {LP}. 
The statistic family {Zp} has interesting connections to Young tableaux. We refer 
the interested reader to [15] for the definitions. The constant erm of the distribution 
generating function, M,(O), is the number of standard Young tableaux with shape 
corresponding to the type p. This can be seen most easily by noting that words w such 
that Ip(w) = 0 are exactly lattice permutations. The coefficient of largest degree in 
U’,(q) is always one, and this degree is (9)+(f)+..*, where p’ is the partition 
of the shape conjugate to p. 
Represent he word w by k rows of numbers. The entries in row x will be the 
positions i in the word such that wi = x, written in increasing order. We will call such 
an arrangement a tabloid. (This difkrs somewhat from the definition in [15]. We have 
relaxed the requirement that the row lengths must be a partition and we have replaced 
equivalence classes with class representatives.) 
The statistic b may now be viewed as a statistic on tabloids. It counts the number of 
pairs (x, y), with x and y in the same cohmm, x below y (in English tableau notation), 
and x < y, with the further condition that there be no otber z in the same row as x 
with x < z < y. Without the extra condition, this is just the number of inversions in 
the column permutations. For ordinary shapes, lp measures how ‘far’ a tabloid is from 
a standard tableau. 
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Finally, 1’ is equidistributed with charge [ 1 I]. This is because charge and cocharge 
are equidistributed and Garsia and Procesi showed that cocharge has a distribution 
generating function which satisfies (1) f7f. However, neither charge nor cocharge is 
splittable on {LP}. 
The ftily {L@} also has connections to lattice paths. We refer the reader to [17] for 
definitions. Words using an alphabet of two letters (0, 1) can be identified with lattice 
paths on a cartesian coordinate system starting at the origin. The letter 0 corresponds to 
a diagonal edge one unit up and one unit across. The letter 1 corresponds to a diagonal 
edge one unit down and one unit across. The statistic lp has this simple interpretation: 
Zp(w) is the number of up-edges below the x-axis whose right-end touches the x-axis. 
The paths with & statistic equal to 0 are paths which stay at or above the x-axis. The 
statistic ip measures how ‘far’ a given word is from such paths. 
Another measure of distance from a path above the x-axis is the least y value along 
the path. This measure is equidis~buted with &. However, this statistic does not share 
two of lp’s desirable features: it is not splittable, and it does not extend naturally to a 
permuteable statistic on arbitrary words. 
7. Bijections 
Theorem 6.2 and the definition of a generating statistic allow us to construct simple 
bijections on W,, which will send a word w E W,, with ZAV(w) = m to another word 
w’ E W,, whose value under some other splittable Mahonian statistic (2 or &X.Z or 
DEN, for example) is equal to m. 
We first require a bijection !?om W,, to W,, which preserves ZNV. This bijection, 
E,, is constructed as follows. For k = 2, let w E W, and let r = (12) in cycle notation. 
Then G(W) is w written backwards with l’s and 2’s exchanged. This clearly changes 
the type from p to 2p and preserves ZNY. For arbitrary k, write e = r1 o zz o - -I o T,, 
a product of adjacent ranspositions. Then 
a,(w) = aT, 0 - f + 0 ff,(w), 
where c+ acts only on the appropriate subword. 
Next, we describe the general bijection from Wp to W, which. sends ZNY to some 
other splittable Mahoman statistic. At any stage, we will have a generalized word of 
the form uyva where u is the fragment of the original word which is not yet modified, 
y is the next letter to convert, v is the partial word already converted and IC is a 
permutation which keeps track of how the type has been modified. 
After the conversion, the new generalized word will be u’y’v’x’. This new gener- 
alized word will satisfy u’y’ = a.,(u), v’ = (ay)(av) and x’ = ox, where cr is some 
suitably chosen ~u~tion. 
The process begins with w = WIW~...W,. Then u = w~w~...w,-I, y = w,, v = 0 
and x = id. 
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Table 1 
U Y V x 
23312142 
4321214 
432121 
43212 
4312 
431 
32 
2 
4 
44 
444 
4333 
43222 
432444 
4321333 
43214222 
1234 
1423 
1423 
1423 
4312 
3241 
2431 
1324 
4213 
Table 2 
U Y V A 
23312142 2 1234 
4331214 4 4 3412 
433121 4 44 3412 
43312 1 444 3412 
4321 2 4333 2341 
432 1 42111 4123 
32 1 431444 3412 
2 1 4324333 2341 
1 43213222 1234 
It ends when u = 0. The last generalized word will be of the form yvn. Then 
xW1(yv) is the desired bijective image. 
The only variation Tom statistic to statistic is the scheme for choosing cr. For 2, 
rr = cry described in Theorem 6.3. For A4XJ, o = f-y. 
Here is au example. Let w = 233121422. Note that BW(w) = 15 and that type(w) = 
(2,4,2,1). Table 1 describes the construction of a word w’ of type (2,4,2,1) with 
Z(w’) = 15. 
The last step is to apply the inverse of 4213 to 1432 14222 to get 3 1423 1222. Note 
that Z(314231222) = 15. 
Here is the construction for UAJ (Table 2). 
Since 1234 is the ideutity, the resulting word is 143213222 aud ~(143213222) = 
15 as required. 
8. Remarks 
The ma&me described iu this paper is very general. Viily every important 
Mahouian statistic on words is splittable. In fact, we may compute exactly how mauy 
Mahouian statistics are aplittable. To simplify, consider words with no repeated letters 
(permutations). Each permutation on the letters [k] will yield au R-vector for split-table 
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Mahonian statistics. For each choice of letter in the last position, choose among all 
splittable Mahonian statistics on k - 1 letters for the statistic t in Eq. (2) of Section 4. 
Let h, denote the number of splittable Mahonian statistics on permutations of n 
letters. 
Theorem 8.1. The number of splittable Mahonian statistics on permutations of n 
letters, h,, satisfies 
h ,, = n!(h,_l)“. 
Thus, for IZ = 4, there are 
24 
1,3,5,6,5,3,1 > 
= 831 147 657 500 160 
Moods statistics, of which 127401984 are spli~ble. 
The bijection from lNV to 2 in Section 7 is very similar to the bijection discovered 
by Han [9]. His bijection went from 2 to iVL4.Z. The bijection from ZNV to MAJ in 
Section 7 is not the same as the bijection of Foata i4]. 
Whiie we have defmed splittable for arbitrary words, we might restrict he collection 
of words to obtain an analogous concept for such things as signed permutations and 
restricted growth functions. See 161. 
We have not discussed joint ~s~butio~ in this paper. Z&ES and MrQJ are known 
to have the same joint distribution as EXC and DEN. This joint distribution is called 
Euler-Mahonian. There are many interesting questions concerning such joint distribu- 
tions. For instance, are there interpolating statistics between DES-MAJ and EXC-DEN 
which are E~~-M~o~~~ Is there an Eulerian statistic which is Euler~~~~~ 
with ZiW? Partial results in these directions may be found in [l] 
Since the Eulerian distribution is not recursive in the sense of this paper, it seems 
unlikely that the techniques of this paper could be used to address these questions. 
However, Eulerian statistics have their own recursive structure, and it may be possible 
to fabricate a machine based on that structure which yields a large class of Eulerian 
statistics. 
A number of ~teres~g ~estions arise concerning the ~s~bution {LP). Many of 
these are related to the statistic charge on tableaux. For instance, charge is invariant 
under Knuth equivalence. The Kostka polynomial is the distribution generating function 
for charge, over tableaux words of a given shape and content. Are there analogous 
results for lp? 
The autbots wish to thank Mark Shimozono, for calling their attention to [7]; and 
Doron Zeilberger, for calling their attention to [9]. 
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